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ABOUT THE GUIDE: 
This Guide is one outcome of a HEA/JISC Open Educational Resources (OERs) Phase 
Three Programme: Promoting UK OER Internationally. The Guide is intended to be a re-
purposable resource, of relevance not only to business education, but also adaptable to 
other subject areas and for generic application. It has been designed to take account of 
the UK Professional Standards Framework (UKPSF) and includes a range of templates 
(checklists) which might be used as evidence towards professional recognition against that 
Framework. Examples of this professional recognition might include postgraduate 
certificates, HEA fellowships and other forms of professional development at any of the 
UKPSF descriptor levels.  
 
The content included in the Guide has been developed by the author and does not 
necessarily represent the views of her host institution. All errors are her own. Do let her 
know (P.Hunter-Jones@liverpool.ac.uk). It is primarily written for the UK Higher Education 
(HE) sector. In the spirit of OERs, please use it, and feel free to re-purpose or re-model it 
citing both the full reference as indicated on page 1, and also adding 
phj:010113:01liv in your attributions. 
 
 
 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: 
Philippa Hunter-Jones has worked in a College of Higher Education, a post ’92 university 
and a pre ’92 university. She has also delivered programmes in India, Bulgaria and 
Poland. She has worked in a range of Divisions, Departments, Schools, Knowledge 
Platforms, Research Clusters and Themes across a variety of subject areas including 
Sport, Leisure, Tourism, Hospitality and Events, and more recently, Marketing and 
Operations Management within a Management School.  
 
She began her first (fixed-term) lecturing post on a Thursday in September. The following 
Monday, with no formal ‘teacher training’, she delivered her first lecture to 60 students. 
The technology (overhead projector) failed… Fifteen years, three jobs, two babies and one 
PhD later she was invited to attend her first induction… It was fascinating! She continues 
to enjoy the challenges of this often bewildering environment. And thanks John, Lucy and 
Alexandra for keeping her sane. 
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1. SUMMARY 
This Guide is designed to help you, the Business academic transitioning 
to work in the United Kingdom (UK) Higher Education (HE) sector, through 
the early days and years of your new academic role. The Guide: 
 answers questions frequently asked at this point 
           identifies questions you need to ask 
 identifies operational issues which are likely to arise from day one 
 provides suggestions and checklists on how to manage these 
issues. 
 
The Guide is sectioned into four parts: 
 Preparing to work in the UK 
 Settling into the UK Higher Education (HE) sector 
o The Academic as a Teacher 
o The Academic as a Researcher 
o The Academic as an Administrator 
 Strategies for long-term survival and success 
 Appendices: including checklists and a Jargon Buster 
It is long and inevitably generic too. To get the most out of it, treat it as a resource that you 
dip in and out of as needed and use the checklists to help you to personalize it.  
The Checklists: 
Checklist 1: Preparing to work in the UK (Appendix 1) 
Checklist 2: Coping from day one (Appendix 2) 
Checklist 3: Preparing to deliver a module (Appendix 3) 
Checklist 4: Preparing a module handbook (Appendix 4) 
Checklist 5: Preparing a coursework assignment (Appendix 5) 
Checklist 6: Beginning research (Appendix 6) 
Checklist 7: Build your own meetings schedule (Appendix 7) 
Checklist 8: Build your own workload model (Appendix 8) 
 
Excellent further resources include: 
www.internationalstaff.ac.uk 
www.britishcouncil.org./new/euraxess/Guide-for-international-researchers 
http://www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk 
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3. INTRODUCTION: ABOUT THIS GUIDE  
Why has this Guide been written? 
In 2008, the Business, Management, Accountancy and Finance (BMAF) 
Subject Centre of the Higher Education Academy (HEA) launched a 
project to investigate the support and development needs of new 
academic staff in Business-related disciplines. One area of need identified within new 
academic staff interviews was for the development and circulation of a practical resource 
which: 
 explained what being a new academic was all about;  
 answered the many questions new academics have at this stage of this job, 
including those questions we might feel uneasy asking. 
A Guide was developed in response to that need  
(see http://research-archive.liv.ac.uk/3533/). 
 
Feedback from that Guide indicated that international staff, transitioning to work within the 
UK HE sector had additional questions which required attention. This Guide has been 
developed in response to that need. 
Are ‘new’ Business Academics all the same? 
No. Being ‘new’ might take any number of forms: 
 You might be a member of staff in your first full-time academic post having 
completed full-time education, a PhD for instance. 
 You might be a member of staff entering the profession after a period of ‘industry’ 
employment. 
 You might be an international member of staff entering the country, perhaps for the 
first time, to take up your post. 
 You might be moving between culturally different institutions and feel ‘new’. In the 
UK this might include moving between a pre ’92 (often referred to as ‘an old 
university’) and post ’92 university (often associated with a former polytechnic) for 
instance.   
 So too, you might be a part-time member of staff, or visiting lecturer who have a 
number of other commitments to attend to alongside your education role. 
Being a Business Academic might also take many forms. You may be involved in any one, 
or more, of the following:  
 Accountancy, E-Business, Entrepreneurship, Economics, Events, Finance, 
Graduate Employability, Hospitality, International Business, Law, Leadership, 
Management, Marketing, Operations Management, Public Policy, Retail, Service 
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Management, Sport, Strategic Management, Supply Chain Management, Tourism 
and other. 
You may enter academia with: 
 A raft of academic qualifications, including a PhD. 
 A raft of qualifications, and nearing completion of your PhD. 
 Professional qualifications. 
 Other attributes. 
Given the diversity of circumstances, what is the point of developing one Guide? 
Regardless of your entry route, or subject area, you will share one thing in common with 
past and present generations; at this point you will feel: 
 overwhelmed  
 probably isolated  
 likely bewildered  
 
What does all the jargon mean?! Yes, you are likely to receive an induction, be allocated a 
mentor or buddy, be able to access considerable staff development opportunities and be 
subject to appraisals and annual reviews, but this may not happen on day one, or even 
week one of your new job. What do you do? How do you survive? This Guide intends to 
help you through these early days and years by: 
 answering questions frequently asked at this point; 
 identifying questions you need to ask; 
 identifying operational issues which are likely to arise from day one; 
 providing suggestions and checklists on how to manage these issues in the short 
and longer term. 
How is this Guide structured? 
 It works on a simple question and answer basis.  
 The content covers: 
o Preparing to work in the UK 
o Settling into the UK Higher Education (HE) sector 
o Strategies for long-term survival and success 
Where have the questions included originated from? 
 The questions are derived from four sources:  
o Source one: questions which arose in the 2008 project interviews  
(www.heacademy.ac.uk/business/projects/detail/new_academic_staff).  
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o Source two: questions which arose in a ‘New and Aspiring Business 
Academics Workshop’ hosted by BMAF and the author in 2011. 
o Source three: questions identified through research undertaken by the author 
in 2011 leading to the development of http://research-archive.liv.ac.uk/3533/. 
o Source four: questions identified through research undertaken by the author 
in 2012 specifically for this Guide. 
 The answers are derived from various sources:  
o Some are factual with sources provided.  
o Others, in keeping with the Guide, are based upon experience and insights. 
These answers are inevitably subjective and should be interpreted as such. 
No claims are made that they are applicable to all situations, all of the time. 
They have been developed by an author who fundamentally adores her work 
and wants you to too. All errors are her own. Use the answers as you see fit 
and add to them.  
 
A comment on terminology used: 
 We all work in institutions with their own terminology. To accommodate this, this 
Guide uses the term ‘Department’ to mean the unit you are working in. You may 
well be working in a Department, but so too you could be based in a School, 
Subject Group, Research Group, Research Cluster or a unit of another name. It 
uses Module to indicate the course you are teaching. Your institution may refer to 
this as a unit, course or other. If you stay in academia long enough you will use all 
these terms at least once! 
 Each institution will also operate its own interpretation of the academic year. For 
instance, some will operate a two semester year (September to February and 
February to June), others a three semester year (September to February, February 
to June and June to September), and others a three term year (September to 
Christmas, Christmas to Easter, Easter to June). This Guide works on the notion of 
two teaching semesters (September to February and February to June) and one 
semester of dissertation/project supervision (June to September). 
 Please substitute the terminology and interpret the academic year as appropriate to 
your circumstances. 
What are Departmental protocols? 
 Departmental protocols are rules that operate at a local level.  
 They will cover a host of issues including setting and marking assignments, meeting 
and responding to student needs, information needed by External Examiners and 
so on. This Guide makes continual reference to them. This might lead you to 
believe that they appear in a written format, perhaps a staff or student handbook or 
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other detailed documents. Whilst this might be the case, it is much more likely that 
protocols will be communicated verbally through conversations with colleagues, or 
will appear on single sheets of paper. Do not be mislead into thinking that 
comprehensive materials will automatically exist.  
 Where protocols are only verbally available be sure to question them with a number 
of colleagues. Folklore can sometimes take over in academia! 
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4. PREPARING TO WORK IN THE UK  
         (See Checklist 1) 
 
In preparing to make the move to the UK there are a number of generic decisions you will 
need to make. These are likely to relate to legal; accommodation; childcare/schooling; 
banking and finance; medical and safety needs; sources of information.  
 
LEGAL 
Do I need a visa? 
 Yes, this is likely to be a key consideration and one that you need to research 
carefully. The UK Border Agency operates a points based system in deciding 
whether or not to issue a visa.  
 To apply for your visa you will probably need a certificate of sponsorship provided 
by your employer upon your acceptance of a formal job offer. 
 For up-to-date information you will need to consult the UK Border Agency website 
(http://www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk/). The immigration and nationality directory also 
contains useful information on visas and sponsorships. 
What documents would be useful for me to bring to the UK? 
 Birth certificate; National identity card; driving licence; passport; job offer/letter of 
acceptance; certificate of sponsorship; degree certificates; bank references; 
medical certificates e.g. vaccination certificates; insurance documents; proof of 
previous permanent address. 
Do I need to register with the police? 
 Nationals from certain countries are required to register with the police within seven 
days of arriving in the UK. 
 To find out which countries, and how to go about this, check out the police force 
website at: http://www.police.uk/  
Will I need a National Insurance number? 
 Yes, living and working in the UK requires you to have a National Insurance (NI) 
number. 
 You can find out how to apply for this at the following website: 
https://www.gov.uk/national-insurance/overview  
 The application process may take a number of weeks to complete. You need to 
make this a priority upon arrival.  
Will I need to pay any taxes in the UK? 
 Yes. You will need to investigate Council Tax (or rates in Northern Ireland) and 
Income Tax. 
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 For links to Council Tax see: https://www.gov.uk/find-your-local-council  
 For links to Income Tax see: https://www.gov.uk/income-tax/overview  
What other legal documents am I likely to need? 
 To be able to drive in the UK you will need a driving licence. 
 If you own a television you will need to apply for a television licence, renewable on 
an annual basis. 
 
ACCOMMODATION 
Which types of accommodation exist in the UK? 
 There are multiple types of accommodation you might wish to stay in the UK. 
 There is accommodation to rent: a flat, apartment, house, halls of residence; room 
in a house. This will usually be accompanied by some form of tenancy agreement 
which is a legally binding document. 
 There is accommodation to buy. This is a very complex activity in the UK and often 
involves different types of organisations. It involves the finance sector as you will 
likely need to raise finance in the form of a mortgage. Estate Agents usually play a 
role in advertising property. Solicitors play a role in conveyancing i.e. confirming the 
legal status of your purchase. 
What costs will be involved with accommodation? 
 If you are renting you might be expected to pay a deposit of at least one months 
rent in advance to secure the accommodation. 
 Rents are normally payable on a monthly basis, in advance. 
 If you are purchasing a property the costs can be considerable as you need to take 
account of: the cost of the property; estate agent costs; solicitor costs; surveyor 
costs; removal expenses.  
Am I eligible for any relocation expenses? 
 This will depend upon your contractual arrangements. Check this out with your 
Human Resources department. There will be a policy in place to cover this. 
 
CHILDCARE/SCHOOLING 
Where can I find out information about the UK education system for my 
child/ren? 
 The UK education system comprises state-funded education and private education. 
The majority of children are educated in state-funded education.  
 As part of a funded project, Middlesex University have compiled a guide to 
schooling in London. This resource is useful as it provides background information 
on the structure of compulsory education in the UK, England in particular. 
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 The resource can be accessed at: 
http://www.afsi.org.uk/images/stories/documents/AFSI-Newly-Arrived-Migrants-and-
Schools-Guide-for-Parents-final.pdf 
 General advice about schooling in the UK can be found at: 
http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/Parents/Schoolslearninganddevelopment 
How do I find a school for my child/ren? 
 Further information detailing what you need to take into account in selecting a 
school, and what to do next can be found via the British Council 
website:http://www.britishcouncil.org/learning-infosheets-choosing-state-funded-
schools.pdf 
 Information about a particular school can be found at: 
http://schoolsfinder.direct.gov.uk/ 
 
BANKING AND FINANCE 
Where should I have my salary paid into? 
 There are multiple options for banking in the UK. These include traditional banks 
and building societies.  
 Each will offer different products e.g. current accounts, savings accounts etc. 
 Each will offer different services e.g. opening hours, online banking facilities etc. 
 You will need to set up an account as soon as you are able upon your arrival. 
What information am I likely to need to set up a bank account? 
 Passport, National identity card, residence permit, driving licence, tenancy 
agreement, pay slips, proof of previous permanent address, certificate of 
sponsorship, former bank references. 
MEDICAL AND PERSONAL SAFETY 
Who should I register with for medical care? 
 You need to register with a doctor’s surgery, also known as a General Practitioner 
(GP). These operate within the National Health Service (NHS). Treatment is state-
funded through taxation but you will be required to pay for any prescriptions that are 
issued to you. 
 You should register as soon as you arrive and not wait until you are ill. 
 You also need to register with a dental practice.  
 There are two types of dental practice in the UK:  a NHS practice which is state-
funded and private dental practices, which can be expensive.  
 You will find information about how to find and register with both NHS doctors and 
dentists via the following website: 
http://www.nhs.uk/servicedirectories/Pages/ServiceSearch.aspx 
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I am worried about my personal safety where can I turn to for advice? 
 The British Council have produced a really useful guide on settling safely into life in 
the UK. It can be accessed via the following link: http://www.britishcouncil.org/eduk-
comfort-zone.pdf 
 This link covers multiple areas including personal safety, safety in your home, 
safety on the streets and protecting your identity.  
 There are further helpful web addresses sourced in this document. 
 You can also access information via the Government Home Office website: 
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/crime/  
 
SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
Where else can I turn to for help? 
 It is possible that the institution you are joining might produce their own handbook 
or information sources for international staff. These might be accessed via the 
Human Resources (or equivalent) website.  
 Examples of very useful institutional welcome handbooks in England include: 
http://www.ncl.ac.uk/hr/assets/documents/support-overseas-staff-guide_jb.pdf 
(Newcastle University), http://www.bristol.ac.uk/international-office/staff-support/ 
(Bristol University).  
 Examples of very useful institutional welcome handbooks in Northern Ireland 
include: 
http://www.qub.ac.uk/sites/QUBJobVacancies/WorkingatQueens/InternationalRecru
itment/ (Queen’s University, Belfast). 
 Examples of very useful institutional welcome handbooks in Wales include: 
http://www.bangor.ac.uk/relocation/nonuk.php.en?menu=9&catid=3210&subid=0 
(Bangor University). 
 Examples of very useful institutional welcome handbooks in Scotland include: 
http://www.dundee.ac.uk/hr/new_employees/relocation/international/ (University of 
Dundee). 
 What is more likely is that the institution you are joining will have information packs 
for international students, not staff, joining the institution. Take advantage of these 
resources. Whilst they may not be directly relevant to workplace issues, they will 
cover many of the generic concerns you are likely to face.  
 One website, geared towards the student population, which you might find useful is: 
http://www.ukcisa.org.uk/student/information_sheets.php  
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5. SETTLING INTO THE UK HIGHER EDUCATION SECTOR: 
        (See Checklist 2, Checklist 7, Checklist 8, Appendix 10) 
 
What is academic life really all about?  
 Entering employment in HE can be an unnerving experience. At your 
interview you may well have discussed a host of questions linked to 
teaching and contact hours, opportunities for research and promotion. 
You may even have reached agreements within the interview regarding 
what your likely work commitments will be. It is quite common for these agreements 
to exist only in verbal format. 
 Likely you will enter academia with particular personal objectives, aspirations and a 
set of expectations. Some will be realistic. Other’s not.  
 Often these might be linked to developing a research profile. Indeed you may have 
been employed on the basis of your emerging research profile. This is very positive, 
but not an entirely accurate reflection of your probable workload in the early years.  
 Your work is more likely to revolve primarily around three functions, not one: 
teaching and learning, research and scholarly activity, administration. 
 Teaching and learning will probably take up most of your time at this stage. The 
Guide has been developed to reflect this. 
Which function is the most important? 
 The relative importance of each function will be determined to a large extent by the 
culture of your institution.  
 In reality this culture is in turn specifically influenced by how that institution is 
funded.  
 Institutions with significant research incomes will have a very strong research 
culture and expect you to focus most attention accordingly. Often these are ‘old 
universities’. 
 Institutions more dependent upon teaching income will naturally be heavily loaded 
towards teaching, and aspire to research excellence. Often these are ‘new 
universities’.  
In the UK, what are ‘old universities’ and ‘new universities’? 
 The Further and Higher Education Act 1992 significantly altered ‘university’ supply, 
granting former polytechnics university status with their own degree awarding 
powers (Callender and Jackson, 2008). 
 ‘Old universities’ also referred to as ‘pre ’92 universities’ are those institutions which 
were universities prior to the 1992 Act. 
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 ‘New universities’ also referred to as ‘post ’92 universities’, are those institutions 
which became universities as a result of the 1992 Act. They are predominantly 
former polytechnics and Colleges of HE. 
What is the National Student Survey (NSS)? 
 Reference: www.thestudentsurvey.com 
 This is an annual national survey, completed on-line by final year Higher National 
Diploma (HND) and undergraduate students in most further and higher educational 
institutions across the UK. 
 The survey began in 2005.  
 It comprises of twenty-one questions in six sections and one overall satisfaction 
question.  
 The data is used to compile comparative data published on www.unistats.com, a 
website designed to help future students choose where and what to study. 
 It is launched in January/February time of each academic year. 
 It is administered by an independent market research agency. 
 Remember that regardless of what we think about this survey and the methodology 
employed, the findings appear within the public domain. They will inevitably 
influence potential students and their parents in their choice of HE institution. 
What is the Browne review? 
 The full title of the Browne review is the Independent Review of Higher Education 
Funding and Student Finance (Browne, 2010). 
 This review, together with the UK Coalition Government Comprehensive Spending 
Review 2010 (HM Treasury, 2010) recommends a shift away from traditional public 
sector funding support into a free market economy, alongside encouraging further 
HE competition.  
 There is no one common UK Higher Educational Institution (HEI) response to these 
reviews. 
 The different level of fees across England, Scotland Wales and Northern Ireland is 
one clear example of this.  
Why do management employ ‘new’ academic staff? 
Research by BMAF indicates that management are excited by the appointment of ‘new’ 
academic staff. They see you as: 
 Encouraging the flow of talent. 
 Providing ‘new blood’ to an organization. 
 Offering a means of challenging existing policies and practices within an Institution 
 Offering different perspectives which can re-ignite subject area debates. 
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 Offering an infectious enthusiasm which has a positive impact upon fellow 
colleagues. 
 (Possibly) Being able to relate to, and interact effectively with, the student 
population. 
Who are my colleagues and where do they fit in? 
 Your internal colleagues will include: fellow academic staff and many groups of 
support staff including library, IT staff, media resources, building managers, café 
staff, parking attendants. 
 Academic staff might include any combination of the following: professors, readers, 
principal lectures, senior lecturers, lecturers, associate lecturers, teaching fellows, 
graduate teaching assistants, PhD students.  
 Academic staff may be full-time, part-time, permanent, on fixed term contracts. 
They may be contracted to full lecturing and research duties, or may be focused 
upon particular components of this, teaching for instance. 
How do I meet my colleagues? 
 Ask – is there a coffee morning or another opportunity to meet colleagues 
informally? Don’t meet them for the first time at an external conference. It is 
embarrassing. 
 Introduce yourself to support staff and ask what they need from you. This is likely to 
include your availability to see students and when you are planning to have 
coursework submitted.  
 Support staff is often the oracle. They are your lifeline. They work to tight deadlines 
e.g. in preparing exam board spreadsheets, which are usually set centrally. They 
seldom have any influence over the setting of these deadlines. Do not make their 
job any more complicated than it needs to be. 
What questions should I ask on, and from, Day One? 
Focus upon: 
 People 
 Access codes 
 Teaching Commitments 
 Information Technology 
 Essentials 
 Non-teaching responsibilities 
 Contractual requirements 
 Environment 
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The questions linked to these areas are detailed in Appendix 2. 
What are the key documents I really need on Day One? 
 Departmental telephone/e-mail contact list. 
 Campus map. 
 Departmental Health and Safety information. 
 Departmental meetings calendar – often this information does not exist in one 
format. Appendix 7 will help you to build your own meetings schedule where this is 
the case. 
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THE ACADEMIC AS A TEACHER: 
(See Checklist 3, Checklist 4, Checklist 5) 
 
Whether you consider yourself a ‘teacher’ or ‘a researcher’, the reality is 
that most likely a major part of your job in these early years will include you 
delivering teaching materials to a student population. This is consequently 
the main section of the Guide. 
This section includes questions linked to: 
 Teaching activity. 
 The student population. 
 The assessment process. 
TEACHING ACTIVITY: 
What teaching will I be responsible for? 
 You are likely to be responsible for the management and delivery of one, two or 
more modules. Responsibilities beyond this will vary, but are likely to be limited in 
your first year. 
 Expect a large degree of autonomy. Inviting guest lecturers, developing industry 
projects, determining suitable reading literature and much more will be your call. 
This freedom is priceless. 
What level of teaching can I expect to be involved in? 
 You might be involved in any of the following: foundation degree, Higher National 
Diploma (HND), degree, postgraduate teaching and post-experience activity, 
executive education or research student (MPhil/PhD) supervision. Each has a 
particular set of needs. 
Will I have to prepare all the teaching materials from scratch? 
 If it is a new module, running for the first time, then yes, you probably will. 
 If it is an existing module, which you are taking over from another colleague then it 
will depend upon your colleague.  
 Some colleagues will willingly share resources with others. Passing over teaching 
materials for you to work from, or modify, will be second nature to them.  
 Other colleagues may be less accommodating and offer little or nothing. 
 Let’s hope you work with the first group! 
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What do I do if I am asked to teach outside of my subject area? 
 In the first instance you are likely to be given teaching which others do not want and 
you may have no direct experience in. Everyone goes through this. Be patient. In 
time you too will be able to pass unwanted teaching on.  
 You may be asked to cover work which only has a limited lifespan, for example, 
there are only two years left of a particular programme. This can be extremely 
frustrating and a very poor use of resources. Accept this and try not to dwell on it. 
Again, others will have experienced this too so will understand your annoyance 
even if they cannot do anything about it.  
How many hours will I have to teach? 
 Some, but not all, institutions have contractual obligations as to the number of hours 
you are expected to teach. Many of the ‘new university’ contracts for instance often 
stipulate no more than eighteen hours class contact time in any one week.  
 Whether institutions will hold you to such contractual obligations in your first year 
will vary considerably. At this stage many institutions may try to reduce your 
teaching load in order to help you to establish yourself and become more familiar 
with working in the HE context.  
 Institutions will have some way of working out your workload. This is usually done 
through the application of a workload model. 
What is a workload model? 
 A workload model is an extremely crude attempt at quantifying how we spend our 
time as an academic. 
 There is no common workload model across HE. All institutions, if not Departments, 
develop their own model. Consequently even within one institution the model will 
differ on a Departmental basis.  
 The model usually works on awarding a certain number of hours to the different 
functions you perform. For instance you might be awarded 60 hours for the delivery 
of one 10 credit module which includes 12 weeks of one hour lectures, 12 weeks of 
three one hour seminars, marking and moderation of 120 coursework assignments 
and examination scripts.  
 You will likely be awarded time for administration and time for research too. At this 
stage do not expect a lot of time for these functions unless you are carrying an 
administrative role, course leadership for instance, or are involved in a research 
project which carries research funding with it.  
 The model will probably have been developed to provide a sense of fairness across 
a Department.  
 How equitable the model is will depend upon the level of detail it takes account of. 
For instance, workload models often struggle to cope with differentiating between 
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modules with high and low student numbers. Modules with high student numbers 
inevitably take considerable time to manage effectively. You will probably exceed 
the maximum hours allocated for teaching just dealing with the correspondence and 
marking attached to such a module.  
 Workload models seldom differentiate between modules where you are expected to 
develop new materials and modules where you have been given materials to work 
from.  
 Similarly assessment practices are unlikely to be a feature of the model. There is a 
world of difference between marking 200 essays and feeding 200 multiple choice 
response sheets through an automated process... 
 Workload models also cope only with explicit functions. They seldom take account 
of the hours you might spend helping students, and staff, or sitting on institutional 
non-essential committees in areas you might care about, environmental or disability 
support groups for instance.   
 For your own sanity try to see them as a crude attempt at workload management. If 
you take them too seriously, or dwell on them, you will become really, really fed-up. 
Rise above it and note ways to refine the model when you are in a position of 
influence in future years! 
What is the difference between a lecture, a seminar and a tutorial? 
 A lecture usually takes place on a weekly basis and delivers the primary content of 
the module.  
 It is usually delivered, cohort size allowing, to all students taking a particular module 
in one go. 
 If the cohort size is too big for one delivery the lecture may need to be repeated. To 
be fair to all students make sure that the repeat lecture follows the same script and 
examples as the first delivery did. 
 A lecture is usually tutor led and often quite formal in style. 
 The amount of student input into a lecture will vary considerably. This really will 
reflect the lecturing style of the tutor taking the lecture. 
 The terms seminar and tutorial are often used interchangeably to mean more or 
less the same thing.  
 These classes are usually considerably smaller than lectures with numbers perhaps 
in the region of 15 to 25 students. 
 They make take place on a weekly basis, or every other week. 
 They are usually structured in a way which gets students involved in discussions 
and debates. For instance, the tutor may ask for reading or research to be 
undertaken in preparation for the class. This activity then either forms the central 
talking point of the seminar, or underpins the emergent conversations. 
 As with multiple lecture deliveries, make sure you are consistent in your delivery of 
multiple seminar/tutorial classes. 
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What might my typical teaching and learning related activities include? 
 Ordering books. 
 Curriculum design: content and pedagogical issues.  
 Updating module specifications. 
 Teaching materials: design, preparation, delivery and evaluation.  
 Producing schemes of work. 
 Delivery of teaching materials which might include lectures, seminars, tutorials, 
practical work, e-learning, blended learning. 
 Evaluation of teaching activity is usually completed towards the end of a module 
delivery. Your Department is likely to have a standard proforma to apply. Check this 
out and how, where and when to report the findings. Do students get to see the 
results? Ask. 
 Coursework assessment: design, administration, advice, marking, student 
feedback, results analysis. 
 Examinations: design of both first and resit papers, preparation of suggested 
solutions, response to external examiner feedback on your papers, possible 
invigilation duties (main and resit period), marking, moderation, feedback (your 
Institution will have a policy on what you can/cannot feedback on examination 
papers), results analysis, examination board attendance. 
 Examination board attendance might include an interim board, pre-board and actual 
board. An interim board might take place during the year to monitor progress. A pre-
board might take place prior to a final exam board. This board usually considers the 
full set of marks without the External Examiner necessarily present. A final exam 
board, usually attended by External Examiner’s and University administration, 
reaches final decisions regarding student progress/completion. 
What will I need to begin my teaching? 
 Formally approved module specification, or similar document. This is the document 
which has been approved by validation/re-validation events. It is often available 
online. The Student Support Office will know where. 
 Module Handbook – there may be a Departmental template for this and other 
documents. Ask. 
 Assignment documentation and deadlines. 
 Classlists (lectures and tutorials/seminars). 
 External Examiner requests or feedback. 
 Access to the course/programme regulations. 
 
Where will I find out information? 
 Colleagues, support staff in particular. 
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 Your institutional intranet is likely to be a mine of information. You are likely to have 
a wealth of policy documents at your fingertips.  
 A considerable amount of information might be found in a staff handbook (if 
available) or student handbook (most likely available). 
What are module learning outcomes? 
 Learning outcomes map out what a module is intended to cover. They define the 
content of the syllabus. 
 It is important to include them in module handbooks. 
 It is also useful to use them to structure your lecture sessions. Noting which 
outcomes will be addressed in a lecture helps students piece together the module 
overall. 
Do I have to cover all module learning outcomes? 
 Yes, but not necessarily all outcomes in every assignment activity. 
How much freedom do I have to teach what I want in a module? 
 Meeting the module learning outcomes is the key to the module delivery. 
 How you explore these outcomes, your selection of examples for instance, is up to 
you. 
Will I be expected to supervise student projects? 
 Yes. This might include acting as an undergraduate placement tutor, undergraduate 
and postgraduate dissertation supervisor, MPhil/PhD supervisor.  
 Each supervisory role is different.  
 There is likely to be a Departmental/Institutional document/handbook linked to 
different types of project, for the student at least. Ask.  
 Check out the role of ethics too. Does your Department have an Ethics Committee? 
Are all projects, undergraduate and postgraduate, to be subject to ethical approval? 
What is the process? Institutional and/or Departmental documentation will exist for 
you to consult. 
Will I be given any pastoral roles in the early days? 
 Likely. These might include: Personal Tutor, Mentor and Referee. 
 Check out Departmental protocols on writing references. There may be a standard 
proforma to follow, or rules about who can and cannot write a reference. 
 Requests for references can appear at anytime throughout the year. January 
onwards is a particularly popular time as many students begin to apply for further 
courses.  
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 International students usually apply to multiple courses within multiple institutions. 
Be prepared to receive multiple reference requests.  
How do I learn to teach? 
 Your institution will require you to complete some form of professional development 
in this area. It might take the form of a postgraduate certificate, postgraduate 
diploma, or a shorter more focused programme. This professional development will 
introduce you to a host of pedagogical tools you can use e.g. lecture delivery, action 
learning, experiential learning etc.  
 It will not happen on day one however. Prepare yourself to drive the car before you 
have even taken driving lessons. 
 Ask a colleague/s if you can sit in on their sessions to get some ideas. Few 
colleagues enjoy being ‘observed’ so do not take it personally if some say no. There 
are plenty who will say yes. 
What do I do if I want to organise a field trip? 
 There will be Department protocols here linked to legal requirements and insurance 
matters. 
 There may be a field trip co-ordinator who can offer advice. 
 If not, find a colleague who has organised a trip and follow their advice. 
Will I be subject to inspections/audits? 
 Yes. These are likely to include: 
o Peer review of your teaching, although check out trade union guidance on 
this. 
o Internal curriculum reviews 
o Institutional audits 
o Professional body inspections where relevant e.g. Accountancy 
o Accreditation Body inspections 
o These inspections will usually be a central talking point of Departmental 
meetings, Boards of Study, for a considerable time prior to the event itself. At 
this stage, it is unlikely that you will take any lead role in these activities 
beyond your own module contributions. 
Do I have to take attendance registers? 
 Check out Departmental protocols here.  
 It is likely to be a requirement for international students.  
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 Monitoring attendance is often very helpful for identifying ‘problem’ students, and 
students with problems.  
 Circulate a class list and ask students to sign in.  
 Policing the accuracy of register completion is impossible in large groups. Appeal to 
students to help you here. Does the student cohort want absent students to be 
given credit for attendance? You will find that increasingly they do not.  
What do I do if a student is ill in class? 
 With large student cohorts you need to be prepared to cope with student sudden 
illness. 
 The collapse of a student for whatever reason e.g. an epileptic fit, is a key example 
of this. 
 Ask your Health and Safety officer for advice here before you begin lecturing. They 
will either know the answer or be able to direct you to the relevant contact here. 
Advice will be available. 
 Whatever situation you confront, and no matter how you feel, attempt to remain as 
calm as you can. The student cohort will be looking to you for re-assurance. 
How do I change the content of a module, or introduce a new module? 
 Updating module content or introducing a new module is important and expected in 
this subject area.  
 The University will have formal processes through which you do this. These might 
include review by Boards of Study at a Departmental level (minor modifications), or 
a fuller review (major modifications). Which process you need to follow will depend 
upon the extent to which you are altering the module. 
 Remember though that your module is one part of an overall programme. You will 
need to consider the breadth and depth of module content, pre-requisites, delivery 
styles and assessment design in light of the rest of the programme/s the module 
contributes to. 
How do I know if I am a good or bad teacher? 
 Human instinct means that we are more likely to ‘complain’ than we are to praise. 
 Encouraging students to provide feedback throughout their programme is a healthy 
way of keeping on top of any issues which might be festering away. 
 Complaints may take a number of forms and will be of varying seriousness. 
 There will be Departmental protocols on responding to complaints.  
 Often it is not the complaint itself which creates big problems, but the way in which 
it is handled.  
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 It is really important to try to deal with matters as quickly and thoroughly as 
possible, communicating progress to the student as you proceed. 
 Moments of praise will appear. Savour them! 
What facilities will my teaching rooms have? 
 Facilities are likely to vary widely.  
 Whilst lecture rooms will probably have an Overhead projector (OHP), computer 
and data projector installed, do not presume they will all be there and functioning. 
 Always have a back-up, worst case scenario plan in your mind.   
 Seminar rooms are likely to be less well equipped, unless you have specifically 
requested particular facilities in them. 
Can I use my own laptop in teaching rooms? 
 You might well have to! Find out who the technician covering your teaching rooms 
is and ask them for guidance on what is/is not included in the room. 
I am timetabled for one hour lectures. Do I lecture for the full hour? 
 No. Usually this time allocation includes time for students and staff to move 
between classes.  
 It is more likely that you will start on the hour and finish by ten minutes to the hour. 
Check your own institutional arrangements here.  
Am I responsible for the state I leave the teaching room in? 
 Custom and practice means that we should all take responsibility for ensuring that 
the room we leave is fit for another group to use.  
 If you re-arrange the room furniture return it to the original arrangement. Clean the 
boards and get students to remove their rubbish.  
 Unless a colleague is obviously entering the room, power down data projectors (the 
bulbs are very expensive); turn off lights and other power sources.  
 Return keys (e.g. DVD cabinet) to the office you collected them from. 
 
What do I need to do if I want to invite a Guest Speaker in?  
 Check out the Departmental arrangements for paying a guest speaker before you 
agree to anything. Most will speak for free anyway, particularly where you offer to 
return the compliment. 
 Check out parking arrangements and book well in advance.  
 Let Reception know you are expecting this speaker and how to get hold of you 
when they arrive.  
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 Make sure you equip the speaker with clear information about where to find you, 
when, what you hope they will cover and how long they have to deliver their 
material. 
Do I need to evaluate my teaching at all? 
 Yes. There will be Departmental processes here. These are likely to focus upon 
evaluating the module at the end of each delivery, possibly using a standard 
Departmental proforma.  
 You will probably have to write a report based on the evaluation and possibly also 
post this onto the virtual learning environment (VLE) so that students can see what 
was raised and how you intend to respond to the points they raise.  
 It is also a good idea to carry out an informal module evaluation during the module 
delivery too. Around week four or five would be a good time as this gives you plenty 
of time to correct any problems and prevent them from festering.  
 Make sure students feel free to comment anonymously and ask them what they like 
and dislike about the module.  
 Summarise the findings and report these back to them the following week 
highlighting how you plan to respond to any comments made.  
 It may not be possible, or desirable, to change the module delivery to accommodate 
all concerns. This is to be expected. The key is that you acknowledge to students 
that you have noted all their concerns and that you explain why it is that you are 
unable to respond to some e.g. group work assessment is often unpopular but may 
be a programme requirement at a particular level of study. 
How are courses reviewed? 
 All courses are usually reviewed as part of an annual monitoring programme. 
 The review process will likely consider: module feedback (staff and students), 
survey data and performance statistics, external examiner feedback. 
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THE STUDENT POPULATION:              
What can I expect in terms of students? 
 Expect to be faced with large cohorts of students. Lecturing to classes in excess of 
100 or more is common in business subjects. Marking will inevitably be on a similar 
scale.  
 Students might be in a large group but they are still individuals with individual 
needs. 
 Expect increasing numbers of students, particularly at postgraduate level, to be 
international, English not their first language. 
 Expect students to have commitments outside their education. Avoid re-scheduling 
classes where possible as many set up part-time working commitments alongside 
their ‘normal’ timetable. 
 Expect an increasingly diverse population. Widening participation is an important 
feature of HE today. Ask what this means in your own institution.  
 Students might be full-time or part-time. You will notice considerable differences 
between the two groups. Students engaged on part-time programmes are often 
extremely motivated but are also likely to be coping with multiple roles whilst 
completing their studies. Pastoral support can make or break their experience. 
What are Generation Y students? 
 Many students will be part of the Generation Y birth cohort, born broadly between 
1977 and 2001 depending upon which research study you read. They are likely to 
be digital natives connected 24-7, civic-minded, self-confident, service-minded, 
optimistic, environmental, educated, entrepreneurial, bored by routine, opinionated, 
success-driven, diverse, lifestyle-centered and goal orientated (Palfrey and Gasser, 
2008; Tapscott, 2008).  
 Generation Y is also the helicopter generation, with parents hovering over students, 
acting in an advisory role (Gibbs, 2009). You will confront this at Open Days. 
Parents are likely to be paying out a lot of money to support their child through HE. 
You may also receive direct communication from parents during the course of 
study. Students are adults. There are issues of data protection to consider. Check 
out your Departmental/Institutional position on responding to parents. 
 For home students, this generation has been educated through the National 
Curriculum, GCSEs, A Levels and similar vocational courses each designed to 
continually test their ability in modular format. They are used to re-submitting work, 
often on multiple occasions, to improve their grade. Assessment practices within HE 
will come as a big shock to them. 
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What will the student population expect from me? 
 Support, care and attention to detail. 
 Their 24-7 digital connection means that you are just as likely to receive e-mails 
during the day or night. They are used to instant messaging and checking out social 
networking sites multiple times a day and night. They will expect a response. Check 
out your Departmental/Institutional position on this. Many institutions now will have 
a policy, for instance, responding within 3 working days. 
What questions are students likely to ask me? 
 Are lectures compulsory? 
 Are seminars/tutorials compulsory? 
 How will the coursework be marked? 
 What marks will be awarded for each component of the assessment? 
 When will the work be marked? 
 What happens if I fail? 
 What happens if I submit the work late? 
 Will you be running revision sessions? Details? 
 What will the examination cover? 
 How will examination questions be marked? 
 How can I get the best mark in examinations? 
 Are there any past examination papers/model answers I can consult?  
 How do I access past examination papers and solutions? 
What are students particularly focused upon? 
 Students are increasingly focused upon their assessment marks and how to 
maximise these. 
 Be transparent throughout the assessment process. 
 Stick to Departmental marking criteria for consistency. 
What do I do if students are disruptive e.g. arrive late, talk through my lectures, 
use their mobile phones? 
 There may well be Departmental protocols in this area. 
 Get your students on board with how to manage disruptive situations and work out 
the class rules regarding late arrivals, use of mobile phones and talking in class. 
 Students increasingly today get annoyed when other students disrupt their learning. 
Their intervention can often be far more effective than your own. 
 Feedback shows that they appreciate being involved in the decision-making 
process. 
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How should I respond if a student challenges my lecture materials? 
 Great! Welcome it! 
 Also pre-empt it. Explain clearly from the beginning that you cannot possibly know 
everything, and encourage students to question you.  
 If you are asked a question that you cannot answer, tell the truth and let them know 
that you will get back to them on their question in the next lecture. Some-one will 
probably ‘Google’ the answer for you by the end of the lecture anyway. 
Should I know the names of my students? 
 Yes, but in large groups this is incredibly difficult to achieve.  
 At the very least, work hard at knowing your personal tutees and other students you 
have a particular pastoral or administrative role for. 
What do I do if my students or I are struggling with speaking or writing in 
English? 
 This is an increasingly big problem. 
 It is likely that your Department, or your institution more broadly, will run classes 
which offer support in this area. 
 Check out the arrangements for this early on. 
 Identifying students in this situation can be challenging in large groups.  
 Make sure all students are given the opportunity to talk in seminars/tutorials. 
 Be vigilant in marking coursework and examinations. Raise your concerns with your 
Director of Teaching and Learning as early on as possible. 
 Students with weak English skills will often use e-mail as their preferred route of 
communicating with you. 
How do I manage student contact with me? 
 Follow Departmental protocols. These protocols should provide advice on what is 
expected regarding your response to e-mails and setting up office hours. 
 If there are no protocols then ask colleagues in your subject group what approaches 
they adopt and attempt to emulate these. 
 Students welcome consistency.  
 Students do not handle change particularly well. If you set up office hours and then 
need to alter them, make sure that you clearly communicate these changes. 
 If you are unavailable on e-mail put your out-of-office on to indicate this.  
 If you do not have, or are not going to use, a blackberry, smart phone, iphone or 
other similar gadgets tell them. They probably do and will not understand why you 
do not instantly get back to them. 
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 The bottom line to getting this right is to clearly communicate how and when you 
can be contacted and to stick to your own rules! 
 Some students will eat up your time. Some will have very good reason for this. 
Others will not. You need to look closely at how you manage your time here. Where 
appropriate: 
o Refer students to other services, counselling or careers for instance. 
o Remind students that you have a responsibility to be available for others. 
You have to share your time fairly. 
What do I do if students complain to me about a colleague? 
 Encourage them in the first instance to raise the matter with the member of staff 
involved.  
 If this is not appropriate then follow the Departmental complaints procedure. 
 
Am I allowed to have a relationship with one of my students? 
 This is a very sensitive area. There may be Departmental guidance on this, but 
probably not given how sensitive the matter is.  
 It has to be your call, but remember that there is an in-balance of power between a 
lecturer and student. To engage in a relationship may threaten the professionalism 
that you are probably working so hard to achieve. Ask yourself – would they be 
interested in you if you were not a lecturer?  
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THE ASSESSMENT PROCESS:  
How do I set coursework and examination papers? 
 The nature, weighting and length of assessments, coursework and examinations, 
will be pre-determined by your Department/Institution. They are likely to differ by 
level of study.  
 This information will be set out in your formally approved module specification. For 
example a 10 credit module might stipulate one coursework assessment (essay), 
2000 word limit maximum, worth 40% of the module mark and one, two hour 
examination paper, worth 60% of the mark.  
 You will need to stick completely to what your module specification says in this 
area. 
 Check out Departmental protocols in terms of the return of marked coursework. 
This may be within three or four working weeks for instance. Set your coursework 
deadlines to allow you to achieve this. Make sure these deadlines can be 
accommodated by the support office if they are receiving the work in. 
 There are usually rules about the use of previous assignments and examination 
papers. For instance, you may be unable to set the same assessments within a five 
year period. 
 Exam papers, resit papers and model answers will be required months prior to the 
examination itself. This might be around October time for a January examination, or 
February time for a May examination. 
 Usually your assessments will be seen by an internal moderator who is one of your 
colleagues, and an External Examiner. The internal moderation process is carried 
out as you develop your assessments. This means that any glaring problems with 
the assessment will (hopefully) be picked up at this early stage. 
 Inevitably work sent off to External Examiners for their comment takes time to be 
reviewed. That said, where there are problems these are usually identified and 
communicated back as quickly as possible. 
What do I need to do for students who are re-sitting coursework and/or 
examinations? 
 Module leaders have a responsibility to ensure re-sitting students are able to 
access resit guidance.  
 This guidance might take the form of revision notes, past examination papers and 
model answers.  
 Communicating this information to your students is really important. Posting this 
guidance on the virtual learning environment might offer one solution. This might be 
a Departmental expectation. Check Departmental protocols here.  
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How do I stop students from copying the work of others? 
 Plagiarism is an increasingly important issue in HE, helped particularly through the 
internet. 
 Check out your Departmental and institutional protocols here at an early stage. 
 Note particularly what constitutes plagiarism and how to deal with it. 
 Check out what information is communicated to students in this area. 
 Re-enforce this information in your lectures. 
 It is likely that your Department will utilise a software package to detect plagiarism. 
Turnitin is a popular package in HE, but not the only one. Familiarise yourself with 
the features of the package you are to use. 
How do I mark work and how much feedback is required? 
 Familiarise yourself with your Institutional regulations regarding marking practice 
 Make sure your written feedback is legible!! 
 Be consistent and transparent in your marking practices.  
 External Examiners often ask staff to make sure that they use the full range of 
marks available for a module.  
 Marking to the Departmental marking criteria will help you with this.  
 Be very careful about marking close to different marking bands. 
 Take on board comments your internal, and external moderators might have. 
 Feedback is of varying importance to students. Some simply want to know the mark 
awarded and never bother to collect the full feedback sheets you will spend hours 
producing. Other students want to know how every mark was awarded, or indeed 
‘lost’.  
 You need to provide sufficient feedback to help a student understand their strengths 
and weaknesses.  
 To be of any real use to the student, this feedback should also provide advice on 
how they might improve their marks in the future. 
 Moderation must occur before work is returned to students. Your Department will 
have a formula to determine how many scripts to moderate. This might be in the 
region of 10% of the overall sample, taken from across the marking range. Check 
this out and stick to the rules. There might be different rules for new staff – check. 
How do I mark group work? 
 This is a complex task and there are likely to be Departmental protocols here. If 
there are none, speak with subject colleagues about how they manage this 
situation. 
 Questions you particularly need answering are:  
o Are there any limits on group size? 
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o Are there any limits on the weighting of group work assignments? 
o What are the marking criteria for group work?  
o What are the procedures for managing malfunctioning groups? 
o What happens if the assignment is submitted incomplete? 
o What do I do if a student has to resit a coursework activity which is based 
upon group work? 
Can I take marking home? 
 Check Departmental protocols here.  
 The question you need to ask yourself is can you ensure the security of scripts 
taken home?  
 Increasingly today student coursework is submitted on-line, often through 
plagiarism detection software. This has the added advantage of there being a copy 
of all coursework in the system.  
 However, examination scripts are different. The examination paper you mark will 
probably be the only copy of the script. Make sure you take every precaution not to 
lose these scripts. Even leaving them in the boot of your car whilst shopping on the 
way home is a high risk strategy. They are irreplaceable. 
What are the usual marking bands? 
Usually at undergraduate level these are: 
 70% and upwards, a First Class/Class I mark. 
 60-69%, an Upper Second, or a II:I. 
 50-59%, a Lower Second, or a II:II. 
 40-49%, a Third Class, or III. 
Marks which fall below 40% are fails. However they will vary in how they are treated. 
Check out your institutional protocols here. Question for instance whether marks in the 
range of 35-39% can be compensated.  
How do I cope with invigilating examinations? 
 You are unlikely to be in charge of an examination room at this stage. 
 Nevertheless, check out examination office procedures including what to do in the 
event of cheating and fire evacuation. Your institution will have a policy regarding 
these situations.  
 If you are a module leader your institution may well have a policy that you are 
expected to be present for the first ten minutes of your exam paper to answer any 
questions. Ask. 
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What do I need to do regarding the External Examiner? 
 Whilst the particular responsibilities of the External Examiner vary from institution to 
institution, fundamentally their role is to advise on the consistency of academic 
standards and practice across institutions.  
 Consider them to be a critical friend. 
 In the early years, you are unlikely to have responsibility for making direct contact 
with an External Examiner, unless you are a programme leader, or there is a 
‘problem’ linked to one of your modules. 
 It is much more likely that you will be called upon to provide key information about 
the modules for which you are responsible. This information might include: Module 
Handbook; Module Coursework Assessment; Module Marking Criteria; Module 
Examination Paper with Suggested Solutions; Module Resit Examination Paper with 
Suggested Solutions; Module Results Analysis; Module Leader Report 
 You are likely to meet the External Examiner at your Interim or Final Examination 
Boards. There may be a number of External Examiners present at these Boards. 
Externals might be taken on to cover programmes or subject areas. 
 External Examiners are expected to produce a report of their experiences each 
year. This report is taken very seriously. It is read by senior management within the 
University and is used to inform future practices. 
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THE ACADEMIC AS A RESEARCHER: 
(See Checklist 6) 
What is scholarly activity? 
 Scholarly activity is an implicit function of an academic career.  
 This is the function which allows us to keep on developing as academics. 
 This is the function which you are least likely to have time to work on, particularly in 
the early days and years. As a result the research part of this function is often the 
area which colleagues will get most stressed about… 
 Make time for research whenever you can. Do not wait for clear patches. They 
seldom appear. It is very rare for time available to be devoted entirely to research 
activity. 
 Start small and try and integrate this activity into your everyday life. 
 Appendix 6 details questions linked to research that you need to ask from Day One. 
What are the most common examples of this activity? 
 Research activity, including personal research activity and team activities. 
 Conference attendance and participation. 
 Consultancy activity. 
 Involvement in projects such as Knowledge Transfer Partnerships (KTP’s). 
 Professional updating. 
 Academic enterprise. 
 External Examinerships. 
 Editorial Board membership. 
 Professional Body activities. 
 How important is it that I become involved in scholarly activity? 
 Fundamental. Engaging in scholarly activity is probably the unwritten rule in your 
institution, although how you go about this will often vary considerably. 
 This is the area which will open many doors for you throughout your career. 
 It also offers you the chance to engage more widely outside academia too. 
 Wider engagement with the public, private and not-for-profit sectors will be really 
helpful for your teaching and learning activities. These links might act as guest 
speakers, or have a pedagogical input e.g. contributing to forms of experiential 
learning for instance. They will help you keep up-to-date with your subject area too. 
Which form of scholarly activity is the most important? 
 Check your institutional position here. 
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 Whilst all examples have a role to play you will probably find the answer is 
research. 
 Certainly in terms of your own professional development, a research profile is the 
area that you are most likely to need and be judged upon. 
Will I be given a timetable allowance for this activity? 
 At this point in your career it is unlikely that you will be given a lot of time. 
 As with teaching and learning activity, the amount will be determined locally through 
your Departmental workload model, or equivalent. 
 In time you will start applying for research funding externally. Such monies might 
then be used to buy you out of some teaching.  
What funding options should I consider at this stage? 
 Funding bodies need to be convinced that you are capable of delivering on projects 
they fund. To convince them you often need evidence of previous success… 
 Apply for small pots of money to build up this evidence. Applying for internal funding 
and funding from professional organisations is often a good way to get started here. 
Will I be able to use this activity in applying for future jobs and promotional 
opportunities? 
 You are unlikely to be able to succeed in HE without it! 
Will I benefit financially from other forms of scholarly activity? 
 Some forms of scholarly activity will carry financial incentives, consultancy and 
External Examiner appointments for instance. 
 Talk to your Finance Officer about the rates that you can charge and any 
Institutional requirements and costings that you need to take account of.  
How do I find out opportunities to become involved in this work? 
 The more you become involved in this area and make a name for yourself, the more 
you will be invited to do. It is all about networking. 
 In the early days work on letting people know you are there and that you are 
interested in this area of academic life.  
 Join professional bodies and attend their events. This is a good way of meeting like 
minded people and of finding out what is going on. 
 Take advantage of your own Institutional opportunities too. 
 Be patient and do not expect everything to happen at once. It can take years to 
develop a profile in this area. It can take years to write a substantive article. 
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What are the RAE and the REF? 
 These terms are linked to how research monies are distributed across the HE 
sector. 
 The Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) was a peer reviewed exercise aimed at 
determining the quality of research in UK HE institutions (HEIs). 
 It was a joint initiative between the Higher Education Funding Council for England 
(HEFCE), the Scottish Funding Council (SFC), the Higher Education Council for 
Wales (HEFCW) and the Department for Employment and Learning in Northern 
Ireland (DEL). 
 The exercise ran in 1992, 1996, 2001 and 2008. 
 Further information can be accessed via www.rae.ac.uk and www.hefce.ac.uk 
 The Research Excellence Framework (REF) replaces the RAE as the new system 
for assessing UK HEI’s research quality. 
 It continues to be a joint venture between the four UK funding bodies. 
 The first REF will be completed in 2014.  
 The census date for staff eligible for inclusion is 31st October 2013. 
 Research output eligible for inclusion is that published (in the public domain) 
between 1st January 2008 and 31st December 2013. 
 Institutional submissions will be assessed in terms of: 
o The quality of research outputs (citation information is important here). 
o The wider impact of research. 
o The vitality of the research environment.  
 It will operate on a five point scale from unclassified to 4* research. 
 Further information can be accessed via www.hefce.ac.uk/research/ref 
 The RAE contained many anomalies, sole authored work considered equal to 
multiple authored work for instance. The same work ‘claimed’ by authors from 
different institutions. It is probable that the REF will have its host of anomalies too. 
You cannot do anything about them at this stage. Ignore them and focus upon 
getting off the research starting blocks. 
Research outputs seem important. How are decisions reached regarding the 
quality of research outputs? 
 This is a highly contentious area! 
 REF documentation publishes guidance on the five point scale used to determine 
quality (unclassified to 4* research). 
 Distinctions are made between research of national and international standing. 
 Demonstrating research impact is an important requirement of the new REF. 
 Journal listings are being increasingly used by authors to guide where we attempt to 
publish our research. 
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 The Association of Business Schools (ABS) Journal Quality Guide (Harvey, Kelly, 
Morris and Rowlinson, 2010) is one of the Journal listing guides commonly referred 
to within the Business Education area (accessible via www.the-abs.org.uk). 
 There is considerable unease as to the power that lists such as this hold (see for 
instance British Accounting Association (2010)). 
 Again at this stage in your career you will not be able to do anything about these 
frustrations. As with the workload model, do not dwell. See research as part of the 
academic game. Put your energies into trying to play and keep in the game. That is 
hard enough!  
 
Where can I turn to for help? 
 
 The British Council provides an excellent guide, free-of-charge, for international 
researchers moving to work within the UK.  
 You can access this guide at: http://www.britishcouncil.org/new/euraxess/Guide-for-
international-researchers/ 
 The guide covers both the formalities of work and academic research, alongside 
questions linked to family, health and settling into the UK more generally. 
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THE ACADEMIC AS AN ADMINISTRATOR: 
(See Checklist 7, Checklist 8, Appendix 10) 
 
Most academic staff do not enter HE to be administrators. However, it is 
an inevitable part of the academic function. Common questions linked to this area include: 
What is administration in HE? 
 This is work that supports your academic role.  
 It might be linked to any of the academic functions you are involved in.  
 There are no hard and fast rules as to what counts as administration, although there 
are certain activities which are commonly attributed to this area. 
What are the most common examples of this activity? 
 Compiling class attendance records, responding to staff and student questions, 
developing paperwork attached to your modules, entering marks onto systems, 
attending Boards of Study, attending Exam Boards, attending other committees, 
writing references, invigilating examinations/resit examinations, pastoral support, 
attending Open Days and other recruitment events, assisting with Clearing activities 
for instance. 
 It is also usual to be given at least one specific administrative role too. Ideally this 
role will appear from your second year, but do not be surprised if it appears earlier.  
 Common roles include: Course leader, Admissions tutor, Placement tutor, Fieldtrip 
co-ordinator, Senior tutor, Quality Assurance Officer.  
Does assessment and marking count as administration? 
 No and Yes.  
 No: setting assessments, marking and second marking them are part of your 
teaching and learning function.  
 Yes: entering marks onto the system could be considered to be an administrative 
role. 
How much time should I spend on administration? 
 You have to balance things here.  
 On the one hand you are unlikely to ever become a professor spending lots of time 
on administration.  
 On the other hand, you have a responsibility to ensure that you competently attend 
to administrative matters, and in a timely manner.  
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 If you delay others will suffer too. Support staff often waste many hours chasing 
academics for bits of information. 
Will I be given a timetable allowance for this activity? 
 Most likely.  
 But as with teaching and learning and research activity, the actual amount of time 
will depend upon your Department and the nature of their workload model. 
Will I be able to use this activity in applying for future promotional 
opportunities? 
 Administration is often the ‘taken for granted’, ‘expected’ activity of academic life.  
 Whilst on paper it may play a minor role when seeking promotion, or applying for 
new jobs, it does provide others with important insights into you as an academic 
and how much of a team player you are. Who wants to work with a colleague who is 
only focused upon themselves? 
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6. STRATEGIES FOR LONG TERM SURVIVAL AND SUCCESS 
 
This Guide is underpinned by a belief that the key to long term success in Higher 
Education (HE) is linked to citizenship, respect for others and relationship building through 
networking: 
Network:  
Many academics are actually shy and retiring. Some of us actually dread entering a room 
full of strangers (imagine how your students feel entering a mass lecture room…). 
However, building collegial communities and making connections from day one is the key 
to your long-term success in the academic game, a game where the language of 
instruction is word-of–mouth, networking and goodwill. Working at letting people know who 
you are and what you are about will open many future teaching and research doors 
including invited speaker opportunities, joint projects, grant applications, editorial board 
membership, job opportunities and so on. Attendance at conferences and seminars from 
an early stage will help with this. Remember that your own institution will offer 
opportunities here. Pace yourself though. You have got a lot on your plate in these early 
years. Expect it to take at least two to five years to settle in to your new academic role. 
The role is deceptively complex. 
Ethics:  
Keep relationships professional at all times. Think hard about your presence and 
interaction on social networking sites and similar technological platforms. Be consistent in 
your treatment of students and listen to what they have to say. Clearly communicate to 
students how you will handle their contacts, their e-mails and your office hours for 
instance. Student satisfaction will be directly linked to what you tell them you will do in the 
first place. If you say you are going to do something, do it. If you cannot keep your promise 
explain why. Do not promise things you have no way of delivering on. Do not predict 
marks. Take responsibility when things do not go to plan. Disasters happen to us all. 
Whilst a certain amount of worrying about things is healthy, do not dwell. Learn from 
mistakes and move on. Never discuss a student, or give out any details about them, with 
other students, or their parents, without their permission. Keep records of meetings with 
project / dissertation students and any other students where problems are discussed. Date 
all correspondence. Check out Departmental protocols regarding the storage of 
correspondence. Advise students to keep copies of original documents e.g. sickness 
notes. Follow University protocols and ethical guidelines in research. 
Teaching: 
Enjoy your lecturing and have fun! If you look unhappy, bored, disinterested, fed-up, 
grumpy, depressed how can you expect your students to engage with you? Never overrun 
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in your lecture/seminar slot. Students need time to get to other classes even if you do not. 
Regardless of what the research tells us, attention spans are short. A lecture which 
includes no interaction will lose students very quickly. Similarly, it is a rare colleague who 
successfully competes with lunchtime, or a late afternoon session. Overloading with 
subject content will not be welcomed, no matter how fascinating you think it is. Stick to 
making a small number of key points well. Be innovative in your delivery. Listen and 
respond to students. Informally evaluate your module after about four or five weeks of 
delivery. Simple questions such as what works for you? what is not working for you? can 
be very effective in ironing out issues at an early stage. Get students on board in working 
out the class rules for late arrivals, use of mobile phones and other technological gadgets 
and talking in class. Whilst for you marking will feel like it is never going to end, how work 
is marked and the time it takes to return marked coursework are two particularly important 
issues for students. Follow Departmental marking criteria (where available) and make sure 
your submission date/s allow you to work to Departmental protocols. Students often have 
competing demands on their time (e.g. part-time work). Avoid re-scheduling their contact if 
at all possible. Whilst regularly updating teaching materials is fundamental, you are 
unlikely to have enough time to conduct a full annual overhaul. Set in motion a biennial 
review process and rotate the modules you review. Teaching responsibilities often change, 
at times, with little warning. Expect change and enjoy the rare periods of stability! 
Workplace:  
We have all been ‘new’ at some point and know how unsettling it can be. Colleagues are a 
fantastic resource base. Utilise their expertise. Many will operate an open door policy even 
though they too are under pressure. The beginning of the academic year (September) is 
the most common pressure point. Whilst academic staff often move between institutions, 
support staff is much more likely to be loyal, remain for years in one institution and have a 
tremendous knowledge base as a consequence. They know what works and what does 
not... They are the oracle. Respect their wisdom. Remember work is only one part of the 
equation. Many colleagues face considerable external pressures too: they have long 
memories and will never forget a helping hand. For some academics, teaching offers one 
of the few opportunities for interaction with colleagues, module team teaching for instance. 
For others, the world of higher education (HE) can be a very isolating experience. This is a 
very common feeling exacerbated by the simplicity of sending e-mails. You are not alone 
in feeling alone! 
Opportunities:  
Grab them when they come along. They may not appear again. The only failure in life is 
being too scared to try something in the first place. Opportunities linked to managing the 
teaching and assessment of large student cohorts and international students will be 
particularly useful in these early days. Longer term, e-learning and blended learning are 
important to look into. Equally investigate research opportunities linked to being an early 
career researcher too. There are many schemes which you might qualify for at this stage 
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including those operated by the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) 
(www.esrc.ac.uk), the British Academy (www.britac.ac.uk) and the Leverhulme Trust 
(www.leverhulme.ac.uk). Ask lots of questions of colleagues! 
Research:  
From day one begin to seek out opportunities to engage with research, however big, or, at 
this stage, most likely small. Join on-line forums. Register for journal table of contents 
notifications. Be strategic in your selection of professional organisation membership. You 
cannot join everything. Your subject area will have a pecking order. All do. Ask a number 
of colleagues and see which organisations get the most recommendations. At this stage 
you may or may not have clearly defined research targets. Regardless, work on letting 
others know that you exist. Writing book reviews can be an enjoyable and painless means 
of self promotion. You are probably reading the books more closely than anyone else at 
this point anyway! A genuine research contribution will not appear overnight. A substantive 
paper will take years to write. Expect this. Never overrun in a conference presentation. 
This is bad time management and selfish. The worst thing you can do is to wait for a 
free period to work on research. You will retire first. 
Know your Institution:  
Get to know your institution beyond your own department. How does it work? Who are the 
key players and decision-makers? How are resources accessed? How can you influence 
decisions? How can you progress? Sitting on cross-faculty committees can be an excellent 
way of engaging more widely with your institution. Get to know your institution through the 
eyes of your students too. How does it work? What do they have access to, both in person 
and on-line? You are not a trained counsellor. You will need to know what support 
networks are available to students e.g. health? counselling? student finance? 
accommodation? careers and employability, other? You also need to check out the 
institutional protocols regarding replying to e-mails, attending lectures, meeting personal 
tutors, reporting illness, applying for mitigating circumstances etc. Documentation for 
students, handbooks for instance, is increasingly comprehensive and plentiful. Staff 
resources can be less so. Take advantage of both staff and student resources! 
Identity:  
Think about the identity you would like to develop with colleagues and students. What do 
you want to be remembered for? A selfless, considerate colleague? The academic who 
cuts research corners? The lecturer who was always late? Disinterested in students? 
Focused upon their own research? Or the lecturer who was well prepared or took the 
trouble to take time out to listen and help? Students are very supportive, and forgiving, of 
lecturers who genuinely care about them and their needs. They know! Treat students as 
you hope others would treat a member of your family. As you deliver a lecture to hundreds 
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of them remember that they are individuals with individual needs. You were a student 
once.  
Next Step:  
Think about your career development in the short and long term. Where would you like to 
be in 5 years time? Developing a respectable research profile? Aspiring to management? 
The two routes are not mutually exclusive but both demand time and the development of 
particular skills. Take responsibility for checking out staff development opportunities and 
utilise them accordingly. Face up to the reality that there is never ever enough time. All 
conscientious colleagues will be in a similar position. The sooner you accept this, and 
organise your workload to recognize this, the happier you will be. The Academic Year 
Pressure Points (see Appendix 10) attempts to help you with this. You cannot do 
everything. Prioritise.  
Game playing: 
Academia is not a job. It is a way of life and one from which you are unlikely to ever switch 
off. It can be likened to a game. Engaging in research is probably the fundamental rule of 
the game. You are unlikely to ever reach the premier league without a research profile. 
Internal promotional opportunities will be similarly compromised. As it stands research 
‘success’ is measured in a formulaic and controversial manner. At this stage you cannot 
do anything about this. Instead of wasting energy getting fed-up about this and other 
annoyances (e.g. workload models, marking, administration loads…), and you will, use this 
energy to get you into a position of future influence. Develop research areas that you 
genuinely care and are passionate about. Be realistic in your targets. Small, but perfectly 
formed and delivered outputs are far better than large, innovative but never written up 
studies. Be ethical in your research practices. And above all enjoy the game as much as 
you can.  
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8. APPENDICES 
APPENDIX 1 
CHECKLIST 1: PREPARING TO WORK IN THE UK 
Areas to consider Yes/No Notes 
Useful documents to bring   
Birth certificate   
National Identity card   
Driving licence   
Passport   
Visa   
Job offer letter/acceptance   
Degree certificates   
Bank references   
Medical e.g. vaccination certificates   
Insurance documents   
Proof of previous permanent address   
Certificate of sponsorship   
   
Legal   
Visa application   
Registering with the police   
Applying for a National Insurance (NI) 
number 
  
Council Tax   
Income Tax   
Driving licence   
Television licence   
   
Accommodation   
Short term accommodation   
Longer term: renting   
Longer term: buying property   
Costs/deposits needed   
Legal: tenancy agreements   
   
Childcare/Schooling   
Pre-school childcare   
Types of schools: state/private   
Finding a school   
Banking and Finance   
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Types of banking options   
Common documentation needed to open 
an account: 
Passport 
National identity card 
Residence permit 
National driving licence 
Tenancy agreement 
Pay slips 
Proof of previous permanent address 
Certificate of sponsorship 
  
   
Medical needs   
Register with a doctor (GP – General 
Practitioner) 
  
Register with a dentist: 
NHS/private 
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APPENDIX 2 
CHECKLIST 2: COPING FROM DAY ONE - PATIENCE 
Questions to ask on, and from, Day One: 
People 
Do I have a mentor (sometimes referred to as a buddy)? Do they know that they have 
this role? How do I access them? 
 
Who is my Head of Department and how do I get to see him/her? 
 
Who is my line manager? 
 
Who is the Departmental Health and Safety Officer? 
 
Who is the Finance/Purchasing Officer? 
 
Who is the Payroll Officer/Pensions Officer? 
 
Who is the library contact? 
 
Who is the media resources contact? 
 
Who is the IT contact? 
 
Who is the Departmental timetable co-ordinator? 
 
Who is/are the teaching room/s technician/s? 
 
Which member of staff is really knowledgeable about the Institution? 
 
Who is in charge of stationery?  
 
Are there any opportunities to meet other staff members? 
 
Access codes 
Where can I access a telephone/e-mail list? 
 
Do I have a telephone extension number and how do I set up the answerphone? 
 
How do I access my telephone answerphone off-site? 
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Do I need an access code/card to use photocopiers? 
 
Do I need an access code/card to use printers? 
 
Do any rooms have key pads and what are the codes? 
 
How do I access the building/my office out of hours? 
 
Teaching Commitments 
What is my teaching and when does it begin? 
 
How do I receive remission from teaching? 
 
Where can I access my timetable? 
 
How do I find the rooms I am teaching in? 
 
What facilities are there in these rooms? 
 
What are the term dates? 
 
What are the teaching dates? 
 
What are the examination period dates? 
 
Information Technology 
Do I have a networked computer? 
 
How do I set up my username and password? 
 
Is there a virtual learning environment (VLE) that students and I are expected to use? 
 
Who can help me understand this VLE? 
 
Essentials 
Where do I get my staff card from? 
 
Where do I get my parking permit from? 
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How are car parking fees (if applicable) collected? 
 
Where is my office/desk and how do I access it and the key to it? 
 
Do I have a printer and where do I get printer paper and ink cartridges from? 
 
If I am in a shared office, is there a room I can book if I need to meet with students on a 
one-to-one basis? 
 
Is there a Departmental meetings calendar? 
 
What do I need to do to work off-site? 
 
What am I expected to do regarding my office hours? 
 
Where are the photocopiers? 
 
How do I get bulk materials photocopied? 
 
How do I send post, internally and externally? 
 
Non-teaching responsibilities 
Is there a workload model and how does this work? 
 
What allowances am I given in the workload model (e.g. research)? 
 
What is/are my administrative role/s? 
 
What am I expected to do in terms of research? 
 
Is there any money available for me to attend conferences? 
 
How do I access internal funding? 
 
Contractual requirements 
What are my normal working hours? 
 
Are there any allowances for working above and beyond these hours? 
 
What is my holiday entitlement? 
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How do I claim this entitlement? 
 
Can I take a holiday at anytime of the year? 
 
What do I do if I am sick? 
 
Will I be expected to work during the ‘summer’ vacation? 
 
Is there a dress code? 
 
Environment 
How do I access the Institutional Strategic Plan? 
 
How do I access a campus map? 
 
Where is the library? 
 
Where is the post room? 
 
Where are the toilets? 
 
Where is/are the café/s? 
 
Where are the bike racks? 
 
Are there any staff showers? 
 
Is there a kitchen/fridge I can use? 
 
What is the policy regarding office bins? 
 
Other questions: 
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APPENDIX 3 
CHECKLIST 3: PREPARING TO DELIVER A MODULE  
Information you will need: 
Module specification confirming: 
 Learning outcomes 
 Assessment types and weighting 
Timetable confirming: 
 Lecture slot/s 
 Seminar/tutorial slot/s 
Campus map to identify teaching rooms 
Classlists/Registers: 
 Lecture 
 Seminar/tutorial slot/s 
Information regarding re-sitting students: 
 With attendance 
 Without attendance 
 
Information you will need to produce: 
Module handbook (see Appendix 4) 
Coursework assessment/s – agree submission deadlines with support office in advance 
(see Appendix 5) 
Examination and resit papers + suggested solutions 
Reading lists – copy to library staff too 
 
Information you will need to check out: 
Location of teaching rooms 
Facilities available in teaching rooms 
Technical support for your teaching rooms 
Photocopying procedures 
Library facilities  
External Examiner comments on earlier module deliveries 
Course/programme regulations 
Departmental policies regarding: 
 Guest speakers 
 Field trips 
 Student use of VLE 
 Materials to supply before/during/after lectures 
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APPENDIX 4 
CHECKLIST 4: PREPARING A MODULE HANDBOOK  
Useful information to include: 
Official title of module and code 
Name of the Department responsible for the module 
Year and semester of delivery  
Module credit value 
Pre-requisites 
Programmes the module is eligible to 
Lecture schedule and rooms 
Seminar/tutorial schedule and rooms 
Module leader and teaching team information: 
 Name; E-mail; Telephone; Office address; Office hours; preferred method of 
contact 
Module objectives 
Module learning outcomes 
Teaching and learning strategy 
Assessment strategy: 
 Coursework brief 
 Submission instructions 
 Guidance on plagiarism 
 Penalties e.g. for late submission 
Lecture programme: 
 Week number and date 
 Topic area 
 Learning outcomes 
 Suggested reading 
Seminar/tutorial programme: 
 Week number and date 
 Topic area 
 Learning outcomes 
 Suggested reading 
Reading list: 
 Essential 
 Recommended 
Date document last revised and by whom 
Source: ULMS (2011)  
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APPENDIX 5 
CHECKLIST 5: PREPARING A COURSEWORK ASSIGNMENT  
Useful information to include: 
Official title of module and code 
Name of the Department responsible for the module 
Year and semester of delivery  
Module credit value 
Module leader and teaching team information: 
 Name 
 E-mail 
 Telephone 
 Office address 
 Office hours 
Name of assignment activity 
Assignment instructions: 
 Type of activity e.g. essay, report, presentation, other 
 Weighting of assignment  
 Clarify whether individual or group work activity 
 Confirm maximum length acceptable and exactly what this does and does not 
include 
Submission instructions: 
 Confirm date and time 
 Confirm type of submission needed e.g. hard copy, on-line submission, 
combination of the two 
 If groupwork, confirm number of copies to be submitted 
Detailed assignment brief outlining clearly what the student is expected to do 
Marking guidelines including reference to marking criteria 
Suggested reading 
A cautionary note regarding plagiarism 
Assignment feedback instructions: 
 Expected turnaround of marking 
 Processes for collecting marked work 
 Processed for gaining feedback 
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APPENDIX 6 
CHECKLIST 6: BEGINNING RESEARCH   
Questions to ask on, and from, Day One. Also refer to: 
http://www.britishcouncil.org/new/euraxess/Guide-for-international-researchers/ 
 
Understanding the research context: 
What does research really mean here? 
 
What are the University’s priorities for research? And where can I read about them? 
 
How important is it that I become involved in research? 
 
Am I given any allowance for research activity within the workload model? 
 
Do all staff get the same research allowance? 
 
How do I increase this allowance? 
 
Can I pursue my own research interests? Or must I follow Departmental/Institutional 
interests? 
 
Are there internal formal ethical procedures I need to be aware of and adhere to? 
 
Research outputs: 
What is the ‘best’ research output to work towards? 
 
Do I ‘need’ publications? 
 
My PhD was written in another language does this matter? 
 
Should I just try and publish anything I can? 
 
I have previously published in another language, does this count? 
 
Is the quantity of outputs more important than the quality of outputs? 
 
Where should I aim to publish? 
 
Should I only publish in English language publications? 
 
Should I publish alone? Or co-author? 
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If I co-author, should I work with colleagues internal or external to my home institution? 
 
If I co-author, do I have to be the first author, or does author positioning not matter? 
 
English is not my first language, what help is available for me when developing papers to 
submit to English language publications? 
 
How many publications should I aim for in a year? 
 
Is there an internal peer review system I can, or need to use prior to submitting a 
publication? 
 
Will I be expected to put on any research seminars? 
 
Research support: 
What mentoring support is available to help me to develop my research profile? 
 
Do I have a research allowance if I want to attend conferences? 
 
Can I use my research allowance for activities other than conference attendance e.g. 
proof reading? Hiring research support? 
 
What other internal funding can I apply for? And how do I do this? 
 
What sources of external funding should I consider applying for at this stage? 
 
Which other colleagues should I talk to about research? 
 
What does it mean when people ask ‘are you returnable in the REF’? 
 
Is it important for me to be ‘returnable in the REF’? 
 
Who is in charge of research in this department? 
 
‘Other’ forms of research: 
Does supervision of postgraduate research students’ count towards research? 
 
Do external examiner roles linked to postgraduate research count towards research? 
 
Does applying for research grants count towards research? 
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What internally do I have to do if I want to apply for a research grant?  
 
Which conferences should I try and attend? 
 
Do I need to present at conferences to be able to go? 
 
Which professional bodies would it be wise for me to be a member of? 
 
Will the department pay my professional body membership? 
 
Does working on projects with industry count as research activity? 
 
Does consultancy activity count as research activity? 
 
Research and promotional opportunities: 
How are opportunities for internal promotion announced? 
 
Will research outputs play a role in internal promotional activities? 
 
Which outputs will be particularly scrutinised? 
 
Which timeframe is research activity and outputs considered within? 
 
What will happen if I am not ‘returnable’? 
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APPENDIX 7 
CHECKLIST 7: BUILD YOUR OWN MEETINGS SCHEDULE 
Activity Yes/No Notes 
Staff Meetings:   
University level   
Department level   
Subject level   
   
Undergraduate Meetings:   
Board of Studies   
Programme meetings   
Staff/student liaison meetings   
Induction planning   
Module review boards   
Pre-exam boards   
Final exam boards   
Plagiarism meetings   
Mitigating circumstances 
Meetings 
  
Dissertation meetings - staff   
Dissertation meetings - students   
Admissions meetings   
Open day events   
Clearing events   
Student experience meetings   
Alumni activities   
Personal tutee meetings   
Placement meetings - staff   
Placement meetings - students   
Programme review   
Validation/re-validation events   
   
Postgraduate (Taught) Meetings:   
Board of Studies   
Programme meetings   
Staff/student liaison meetings   
Induction planning   
Module review boards   
Pre-exam boards   
Final exam boards   
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Plagiarism meetings   
Mitigating circumstances 
Meetings 
  
Dissertation meetings - staff   
Dissertation meetings - students   
Admissions meetings   
Open day events   
Clearing events   
Student experience meetings   
Alumni activities   
Personal tutee meetings   
Programme review   
Validation/re-validation events   
   
Postgraduate (Research) Meetings:   
Research meetings – student   
Research seminars   
   
Other meetings:   
Enterprise role   
Accreditation    
International role   
Inspections: internal/external   
Faculty role/s   
Professional Development Review    
Union meetings   
Social meetings   
Other…   
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APPENDIX 8 
CHECKLIST 8: BUILD YOUR OWN WORKLOAD MODEL 
Potential workload activities Yes/No Notes 
Meetings:   
Staff   
Undergraduate   
Postgraduate – taught   
Postgraduate – research   
Faculty role/s   
General   
   
Teaching (taught):   
Undergraduate – lectures   
Undergraduate – tutorials   
Undergraduate – workshops   
Undergraduate – fieldtrips   
Postgraduate – lectures   
Postgraduate – tutorials   
Postgraduate – workshops   
Postgraduate – fieldtrips   
Executive education   
   
Teaching (research):   
Supervision   
Report writing: transfer/ethics etc   
Seminars   
   
Student linked activities:   
Induction    
Personal tutor   
Dissertation tutor   
Placement tutor   
Referee   
   
Admissions:   
Applications   
Open day/s   
Clearing duties   
   
Assessment activities:   
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Assessment: 
setting/marking/moderation 
  
Examination: 
setting/marking/moderation 
  
Invigilation   
Exam board: pre/final   
Response to External Examiners   
Resit assessment: 
setting/marking/moderation 
  
Resit exam board   
Resit invigilation   
Plagiarism: identification/meetings   
Mitigating circumstances   
   
Administration:   
General administration   
Senior tutor   
Undergraduate administration   
Postgraduate administration   
Module evaluations/report writing   
Director of studies   
New module development   
Programme review   
Validation/re-validation   
Accreditation   
Inspections: internal/external   
Examination materials   
Assessment materials   
Enterprise role   
International role   
   
Research and Consultancy:   
Ethics applications   
Data collection   
Publication preparation   
Grant application/s   
Conference submissions   
Presentations   
Consultancy/KTP   
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APPENDIX 9 
JARGON BUSTER  
For a fuller listing see also Business Education Jargon Buster by Cuthbertson C. H. 
and Hunter-Jones P. (2011)  
 
1994 Group A policy forum for UK higher education. 
ABS  
 
 
Association of Business Schools. Works on behalf of its business 
school subscribers in UK HE on policy, promotion and 
development. 
A Level 
 
Advanced level of General Certificate of Education. Standard entry 
requirement for University admission. 
AM 
 
Academy of Marketing. A Learned Society catering for the needs 
of marketing researchers, educators and professionals. 
AMBA 
 
The Association of MBAs. An international organization supporting 
Postgraduate business education. 
BAM 
 
The British Academy of Management. A society “dedicated to 
representing and developing the community of management 
academics” (www.bam.ac.uk). 
Blended learning 
 
A term that refers to any teaching and learning that employs a 
variety of delivery methods, usually a combination of face-to-face 
and online. 
BMAF (Former) Higher Education Academy Business, Management, 
Accountancy and Finance Subject Centre. 
British Academy The UKs national body for the humanities and social sciences. 
Clearing An admissions activity which takes place during August following 
the release of exam results linked to university entrance e.g. ‘A’ 
Levels. 
DBA Doctor of Business Administration. A doctoral qualification, 
intended for practicing senior managers. Often completed part-
time. 
DDA Disability Discrimination Act. 
E-Learning Normally refers to online learning that may also be at a distance. 
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ESRC The Economic and Social Research Council. A UK public body 
that funds research on economic and social issues. 
FE Further Education. 
FTE Full-time equivalent. A measure used in calculating staff and 
student ratios (SSR). 
GCSE General Certificate of Secondary Education. Normally completed 
around the age of fifteen/sixteen. 
GP General Practitioner – a family doctor to register with. 
HE Higher Education. 
HEA Higher Education Academy. 
HEFCE Higher Education Funding Council for England. 
HEFCW  Higher Education Funding Council for Wales. 
HEI Higher Education Institution. 
HND Higher National Diploma. 
Impact An important measure of research in the Research Excellent 
Framework (REF). 
iTunes U Apple's University podcasting concept. In June 2008 the Open 
University launched a new channel which allows students to 
download free video and audio recordings of Open University 
lectures. 
IPR Intellectual Property Rights. 
JISC The UK's expert on information and digital technologies for 
education and research (formerly the acronym stood for: Joint 
Information Systems Committee).  
JORUM a JISC-funded service, to collect and share learning and teaching 
materials, allowing their reuse and repurposing. 
KTP Knowledge Transfer Partnerships. Usually involves a link between 
a university and external body e.g. a business for the purposes of 
a project completion. 
MBA Master of Business Administration. 
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Million+ A university think tank made up of modern, post 1992 universities. 
National 
Curriculum 
A standard curriculum followed by state funded compulsory 
education providers (i.e. upto 18 years of age) in the UK. 
NHS National Health Service – a state-funded health service. 
NI National Insurance number. 
NSS National Student Survey. A nationwide student survey assessing 
the satisfaction of final year undergraduate students. 
PDR Professional Development Review. An annual review of 
professional activity. Often linked to promotional opportunities. 
Polytechnic HE Institution traditionally offering technical and vocational 
courses. 
PRES Postgraduate Research Experience Survey. A survey conducted 
by the HEA collecting feedback from postgraduate research 
students. 
PTES Postgraduate Taught Experience Survey. A survey conducted by 
the HEA collecting feedback from postgraduate students on taught 
courses. 
OER Open Educational Resource. 
OPEN In an OER context, free to access, use, re-use and improve. 
PODCAST Audio or video digital media files distributed over the internet. 
PSF Professional Standards Framework operating in the UK. 
QAA Quality Assurance Agency. A public body that seeks to create 
standards and improve quality in HE. 
RAE Research Assessment Exercise. A method of assessing the quality 
of research in UK HEI’s. Replaced by the REF. 
REF Research Excellence Framework. The first exercise is scheduled 
to take place in 2014. 
REPOSITORY A collection of OER materials e.g. Open Research Online is the 
repository for the Open University (http://www.oro.open.ac.uk).  
RUSSELL GROUP A group of leading UK research universities. 
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SSR Staff-student ratio. A measure used within institutions to calculate 
the number of staff to the number of students. The ratio will vary 
between subjects. It is often higher in the Business and 
Management area. 
STEM A general term for disciplines of science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics. 
TAGGING Keywords or terms used in the classification of data. Associated 
particularly with Web 2.0. 
UCU The University and College Union. A trade union and professional 
association for staff working in FE and HE. 
UKPSF The UK Professional Standards Framework. 
USS The Universities Superannuation Scheme. A pension scheme 
covering academics and senior administrative staff in pre-1992 
universities. 
VLE Virtual Learning Environment e.g. BlackBoard, WebCT and 
Moodle. 
WEB 2.0 A platform which enables an ongoing 'conversation' to take place 
between ad hoc communities. 
Widening 
Participation 
An initiative aimed at improving access and opportunities for 
higher education take-up between different social groups. 
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APPENDIX 10 
THE ACADEMIC YEAR PRESSURE POINTS 
Use this table to help you to anticipate pressure points and prioritize duties and targets 
accordingly. It operates on the basis: 
 That your employment starts at the beginning of the academic year (September). 
For many, this is not necessarily the case. 
 That you are based in a Department operating a three semester model: September 
to January (teaching), February to May (teaching), June to September (dissertation 
supervision). 
 That you do not, at this stage, have programme leadership, or similar, 
responsibilities. 
Where these assumptions are not relevant, you will need to adjust the table accordingly. 
MONTH 
 
ADMIN PRESSURE 
POINTS 
TEACHING – 
UNDERGRADUATE 
TEACHING – 
POSTGRADUATE 
RESEARCH 
 
SEMESTER 1 
September You are likely to be 
involved in a 
number of 
activities -  
Undergraduate: 
1. Possible 
Attendance at a 
Resit Exam Board 
2. New student 
registration 
3. New student 
induction 
4. Returning 
students induction 
Postgraduate: 
 
 
You will need to 
prepare: 
1. Module 
Handbooks 
2. Module 
Assessment/s  
Reading Lists 
3. Lecture 
materials 
4. Seminar 
materials 
Dissertation 
marking and 
moderation 
You will need to 
prepare: 
1. Module 
Handbooks 
2. Module 
Assessment/s  
Reading Lists 
3. Lecture 
materials 
4. Seminar 
materials 
September, 
particularly 
early on, is a 
popular time 
for 
conferences  
Your research 
time in the 
early year/s 
will be 
compromised 
through: 
1. Teaching 
responsibilities 
2. Your own 
completion of 
‘teaching’ 
qualifications 
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1. Dissertation 
submission. 
2. New student 
registration 
3. Induction 
General 
Meetings: 
1. Staff 
2. Subject teams 
3. Research teams 
5. Place book 
orders 
You will need a 
copy of: 
1. Your Timetable  
2. Lecture class 
register 
3. Seminar class 
register 
It would be good to 
send an e-mail 
welcoming 
personal tutees 
back and 
confirming your 
contact details. 
5. Place book 
orders 
You will need a 
copy of: 
1. Your Timetable  
2. Lecture class 
register 
3. Seminar class 
register 
It would be good 
to send an e-mail 
welcoming 
personal tutees 
back and 
confirming your 
contact details. 
 
Some 
institutions will 
give a 
timetable 
allowance for 
this. Others 
will not. Either 
way, you will 
still find 
yourself short 
on research 
time. 
October Boards of Study 
usually begin. You 
can expect to meet 
at least once a 
term. 
Examination and 
Resit Papers 
requested 
 
 
Lecture/seminar 
delivery begins in 
full 
 
Coursework 
assessment/s set 
Monitor 
attendance and 
report any 
concerns 
Produce 
Examination and 
resit papers for 
your modules. 
Suggested 
solutions are often 
Lecture/seminar 
delivery begins in 
full 
 
Coursework 
assessment/s set 
Monitor 
attendance and 
report any 
concerns 
Produce 
Examination and 
resit papers for 
your modules. 
Suggested 
solutions are 
often required 
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required too. too. 
READING WEEK – Some institutions will have a reading week towards the end of October 
or into November. Others will not. Either way, remember, around this time energies will 
be low. Students and staff are tired. First year students may be home sick and/or 
questioning their course choice. Awareness of this might help you spot possible 
‘problems’. 
November Ongoing meetings Lecture/seminar 
delivery in full flow 
Coursework 
assessment/s 
ongoing 
Monitor 
attendance and 
report any 
concerns 
 
Lecture/seminar 
delivery in full 
flow 
Coursework 
assessment/s 
ongoing 
Monitor 
attendance and 
report any 
concerns 
Postgraduate 
Graduation 
Ceremonies often 
occur around this 
time 
 
December Ongoing meetings 
Admissions 
activities increase 
Lecture/seminar 
delivery drawing to 
a close 
Coursework 
assessment/s 
submitted, or soon 
to be 
Module evaluation 
needed 
Lecture/seminar 
delivery drawing 
to a close 
Coursework 
assessment/s 
submitted, or 
soon to be 
Module 
evaluation 
needed 
 
CHRISTMAS VACATION – International students always leave before the end of term. 
Probably at the beginning of the final week, if not before. 
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January Expect an 
increasing request 
for references from 
here until the end 
of the academic 
year 
Exam Invigilation 
duties – may or 
may not include 
invigilating your 
own exam 
Availability for the 
first 10 minutes of 
your own exam is 
a likely 
requirement 
Entering of marks 
Preparation of your 
Module Leader 
Report for 
Semester 1 
modules 
Preparation of 
External Examiner 
documentation  
Revision period   
 
Institutional Exam 
period 
 
Intense marking 
and moderation 
activity, often 
within an 
extremely tight 
window. 
You will also need 
to prepare for 
Semester 2  
Revision period   
 
Institutional Exam 
period 
 
Intense marking 
and moderation 
activity, often 
within an 
extremely tight 
window. 
You will also 
need to prepare 
for Semester 2 
 
SEMESTER 2 
February Semester 1 Exam 
Boards 
Boards of Study: 
you can expect to 
meet at least once 
a term. 
Examination and 
Teaching begins. 
You will need to 
prepare: 
1. Module 
Handbooks 
2. Module 
Teaching begins. 
You will need to 
prepare: 
1. Module 
Handbooks 
2. Module 
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Resit Papers 
requested for 
Semester 2 
modules 
Open Day 
activities increase 
from now on. 
Assessment/s  
Reading Lists 
3. Lecture 
materials 
4. Seminar 
materials 
5. Place book 
orders 
You will need a 
copy of: 
1. Your Timetable  
2. Lecture class 
register 
3. Seminar class 
register 
Assessment/s  
Reading Lists 
3. Lecture 
materials 
4. Seminar 
materials 
5. Place book 
orders 
You will need a 
copy of: 
1. Your Timetable  
2. Lecture class 
register 
3. Seminar class 
register 
READING WEEK – Again whether this happens will be an Institutional decision  
March Ongoing meetings 
 
Ongoing reference 
requests 
Admissions 
activities 
Lecture/seminar 
delivery for 
Semester 2 in full 
flow 
Coursework 
assessment/s set 
Monitor 
attendance and 
report any 
concerns 
Produce 
Examination and 
resit papers for 
Lecture/seminar 
delivery for 
Semester 2 in full 
flow 
Coursework 
assessment/s set 
Monitor 
attendance and 
report any 
concerns 
Produce 
Examination and 
resit papers for 
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your modules. 
Suggested 
solutions are often 
required too. 
your modules. 
Suggested 
solutions are 
often required 
too. 
EASTER VACATION– Again international students always leave before the end of term. 
Probably at the beginning of the final week, if not before. 
April Ongoing meetings 
 
Ongoing reference 
requests 
Lecture/seminar 
delivery drawing to 
a close 
Coursework 
assessment/s 
submitted, or soon 
to be 
Module evaluation 
needed 
Lecture/seminar 
delivery drawing 
to a close 
Coursework 
assessment/s 
submitted, or 
soon to be 
Module 
evaluation 
needed 
 
May Exam Invigilation 
duties – may or 
may not include 
invigilating your 
own exam 
Availability for the 
first 10 minutes of 
your own exam is 
a likely 
requirement 
Entering of marks 
Preparation of your 
Module Leader 
Report for 
Semester 2 
modules 
Preparation of 
External Examiner 
Revision period   
Institutional Exam 
period 
Intense marking 
and moderation 
activity, often 
within an 
extremely tight 
window. 
 
Revision period   
Institutional Exam 
period 
Intense marking 
and moderation 
activity, often 
within an 
extremely tight 
window. 
Dissertation 
activities begin 
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documentation  
June Examination 
Boards. Might 
include: 
Pre Exam Board 
Final Exam Bd  
There will be 
separate boards 
for u/g and p/g 
programmes 
Boards of Study 
 Dissertation 
supervision 
 
July Graduation 
ceremonies 
Review meetings 
 Dissertation 
supervision 
 
August Mid August – ‘A’ 
level results 
released. Clearing 
duties may be 
assigned. 
Re-sit period 
 
 
 
 
Marking and 
moderation of re-
sit coursework and 
examinations 
Dissertation 
supervision 
 
 
Marking and 
moderation of 
resit coursework 
and examinations 
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